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Dear Friends,
This issue of droplet brings
you up to date with the
happenings at Arvind
Foundation. We intend the
further droplets to be
educative and informative
and help in the process of
touching more and more
lives of children with special
needs. Anthroposophy and
curative methods are not
just approaches for the
development of children
with special needs, but
could also make a huge
difference to us as human
beings if we try to take
away meaningful learnings
for our daily lives. It is these
approaches that we use at
Arvind Foundation, and we
will learn more about them
in our forthcoming
bimonthly issues.
-

Gomathy T
Editor

Founder Says
Hello!
Our waters were flowing,
not stagnant; our waters
were quenching, not dried
up; they did cleanse & heal
but only did not make it to
our newsletter, “Ripples”!
The Foundation has been
abuzz with activities in the
past 2 years, but for various
reasons the release of
RIPPLES did not happen and
we could not bring them to
you.
In the future, we will strive
to bring you a glimpse of our
activities once every 2
months. Yes, we are relaunching our Newsletter
RIPPLES with a renewed
vigour.
Through this issue we thank
all our children (who teach
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us a lot every day), our dedicated staff,
our donors & sponsors and all those who
helped us and supported us in our
journey this far.
The quote, “When a flower doesn’t
bloom, you fix the environment in which
it grows, not the flower” got me thinking
about how true this holds good of our
teachers’ dedication towards our
children. This has only reinforced our
belief that our children are the
flowers and we are the environment that
needs change to enable them grow more
beautiful. In many ways our children
have been our teachers all the way!
As for everyone, the floods in Chennai
were quite devastating for our
Foundation but also taught us many
important lessons. It gave us an insight
into things such as, human suffering,
willingness to help, and the will to
bounce back—yes, bounce back we did!
Our kids, our staff, and supporters
everyone has been very supportive and
this has made our come back possible.
I hope you enjoy getting up to date with
our activities and we promise to be
regular with our newsletter and travel
together helping children with special
needs.
- Athma Raj

From the Co-founder’s
desk
Once again I am delighted to reach out
to all of you through our Newsletter,
RIPPLES, Droplet 3.
I would like to share some of our
experiences in this unique journey with
our special needs children.
We had a good start in this academic year
wherein we had the opportunity to touch
the lives of quite a few children from
various walks of life.
We also had our downs when the rains
and floods hit the city and we lost many
working days.
Many of the families of our children
especially from our Porur, Poonamallee &
Chengelpet centres were badly affected.
While we did our bit in helping them,
nature’s fury was harsh to some of them
and we hope & pray they come out of this
experience & shock soon. This year also
saw a remarkable milestone in the
journey of Arvind Foundation. Our effort
to provide our special needs young adults
with a job-oriented training for their
future was met with the birth of Arvind
Institute of Vocational Excellence,
K.K.Nagar, Chennai. It offers a package of
initiatives containing four streams of
training which includes Basics of
Computer skills, Office Assistant training,
Cooking and culinary skills and packing
skills. The dedication of our staff made it
possible to carry out our many initiatives
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forward such as our annual sports
events and cultural activities apart from
many academic activities.

The Previous Two Years
at AF
The last couple of years have treated us
well, where the foundation was able to
expand its services through Arvind
Outreach, Kolappanchery. This was
inaugurated on 17 July 2014 at
Arvindaalayam. We participated in an
exhibition conducted by HSBC bank
where we displayed and sold products
made by young adults with special needs
at our vocational training center. We
were also part of the ROTO talent
festival for special children at Kamarajar
arangam
where
our
children
participated in the various events
organized. We had also organized
medical camps in all our centers.
Assessment camps were also organized
for admitting new children. We had Ms.
Dilnawaz Bana at our foundation who
conducted a Hygienic Eurythmy
workshop for our staff and parents of
our children. We also had an
international volunteer from Germany,
Jolien Fabisiak, a physiotherapist. She
was with us for 6 months, during which
our staff gained invaluable knowledge.

The various training programs—some of
them very intense—we underwent is
sure to provide our teachers enhanced
knowledge and understanding not only
of our children but also people in
general. I strongly believe these training
will encourage our staff to come out
with more involvement & innovation.
Through this endeavour we aspire to
reach more people and make them
aware of the importance of being more
inclusive and making our society a more
comfortable place for children and
adults with special needs to live in.
-

Sudha Athmaraj

No help is small help! We are always
looking for funds and volunteer help
for us to reach more people and help
more special children lead better
lives.

Our kids have been participating in
Vegam—an athletic meet for the
differently abled organized by Chennai
Social Service—for the last two years. In
Vegam’15 our children secured the third
place. We have also been participating
in the rotary talent show every year. At
the events organized for the 10th
anniversary of Vidyasudha, a school for
special children, our children secured
third place in the colouring and dance
competitions.

If you would like to help us in our
journey, please contact 9841034234,
9841615333 or 7299911022.
Email: admin@arvindfoundation.org
All contributions to the Foundation are eligible for
tax exemption under 80G.
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Our Vocational Institute for Special Young Adults
Arvind Institute for Vocation Excellence was inaugurated on 17 July 2015 in
K.K. Nagar, Chennai. The starting of the Arvind Institute for Vocation Excellence was a
huge milestone for our foundation. This is a way forward for us in our goal to help
young adults with special needs. Through this institute we want to provide the
opportunity to young adults with special needs to be independent in their lives. In the
institute, we train them in 4 main vocational skills (Office Administration, Grinding
and Packing, Cooking and Culinary Skills, Basic Computers) and 3 curative vocational
skills for healing (Wood Carving, Clay Modelling, and Organic Kitchen gardening).
Apart from these, we also have personality development training for such young
adults. This will help them be more confident, take decisions in life, and be more
social. This institute will also have therapy sessions such as foot bath, massage, and
exercise for them.
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Inauguration of the Arvind Institute of Vocational Excellence
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We came out stronger!
The recent floods in Chennai created
havoc in our lives. All of Chennai was
affected and we were not spared either.
Two of our centers, Arvind Outreach
Porur and Chengalpet, were badly
affected. Arvind Outreach Porur center
and Chengelpet were inundated with 5
feet deep sewage flood water and the
centers remained marooned for a long
time. When we did finally manage to
access the centers, to our dismay and
shock we saw all the material were
damaged. These materials were
painstakingly collected over a period of 6
years with the help of various wellwishers and now were rendered
unusable.
Therapy
materials,
Educational
materials,
Vocational
training
raw
materials,
finished
products,
furniture
(wooden
tables/chairs/rolling chairs) were all
damaged beyond repair.
We did not lose hope. We saw
the silver lining in the dark clouds that is
our children. What if we lost all the
materials? We have our children, staff
and our hope intact and restated our
centers with prayers and wishes on the
21st of December 2015 after two
months of forced holidays. With
gratitude, we sincerely remember the
noble hearts that helped us through the
difficult times with materials such as
physio equipment, furniture, provisions,
clothes for our parents and staff.
-Sudha Athmaraj
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Helping Hands
Alone we can do so little, together we
can do so much.
Hellen Keller
We are grateful to the volunteers who
come forward to help us with their time,
in cash or kind. Many corporates come
to our centers to spend time with our
children, and some help us with our
expenses. It is with such help that the
Foundation has been able to continue its
services and is confident of going
forward and helping more kids and
families.
As part of the student exchange
programme, we have also had many
foreign volunteers come to our
foundation and work with our kids. This
is a mutually enriching and beneficial
experience and we look forward to
hosting many more volunteers from
abroad.
If you would like to give us a helping
hand every now and then, do let us
know. Every bit helps!
- S Lakshmi
Group Principal
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Upskilling our teachers
At Arvind Foundation, we believe learning never ends and organize trainings and workshops
from time to time, both in-house and external. In these trainings and workshops the
teachers learn more about curriculum building, storytelling, circle time planning, drawing,
wet on wet painting, clay modelling, wood carving, origami, demonstrative methods of
introducing language to children, and incorporating lesson concepts of various subjects in
all the activities conducted in class.
Our correspondent, group principal, and PR officer are undergoing a part-time residential
training to enable us to realise our goal of starting a residential school for young adults.
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Aadukalam ’15
This is an annual intra center sports meet of Arvind Foundation. This year it was held on 23
August 2015 at YMCA grounds Nandanam, Chennai. Students from all our centers in
Chennai participated in the competitions. A total of 120 students participated in 60 events.
Each student participated in 3 events depending on their age and ability. All students
received a participation certificate and a gift, and we had three winners in each event. Mrs.
S.Lakshmi I.P.S – Deputy Commissioner of Police, Traffic south District, Actor Vivek, Actor
Harrish Uthaman, Actress Ramya ( Vijay TV anchor), Actress Anjana ( sun music anchor),
Singer Harrish Iyer, President and members of Lions club of meenam were all part of the
event and encouraged our kids. The events were conducted by our teachers along with the
help of volunteers from Bank of America, Cognizant, CP INDIA, and Tech Mahindra. At the
event venue, we also had a stall with various items prepared by our students in our
vocational classes. To keep our children, volunteers, staff, and parents energetic, we
provided fresh lime juice made with palm candy sugar, butter milk, water and organic food.
“Village of hope,” an NGO for special needs children, Cognizant, and Lions club of meenam
were the sponsors for the event and we extend our heartfelt thanks to them.
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Festivals at the Foundation
Festivals are a fun time for everybody. Festivals bring us all together irrespective of our
differences. At AF, we encourage our students to celebrate all festivals irrespective of
their religious background. This helps promote a sense of oneness among our kids and
they also learn to respect each other for what they are.
Every year we celebrate all major festivals with great fervour, and this year was no
exception. We try to imbibe the values and traditions in our kids through such
celebrations. All our children celebrate all festivals with enthusiasm and happiness.
During all the celebrations, kids are taught about the significance of the festival, how it is
celebrated and why it is celebrated. This instils in them the significance of our culture and
also makes them aware of the diversity and richness of our country.
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Celebrations at AF
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Saaraansh ’15
Saaraansh is our Annual day celebrations where our children put up performances
including dance, songs, and skits. The theme for Saaraansh 2015 was Ainthinaigal
and was held on 1 March 2015.
Ainthinaigal was about the five land forms of ancient Tamilnadu. Kurunchi, Mullai,
Marudham, Neidhal and Paalai were brought alive through the lively performances
in the form of dance, songs and drama by our kids from all centers. The students
were given roles according to their ability to speak, move, sing or dance.
Ainthinaigal extolled the virtues of the Tamilians, their culture, heritage, ethos, and
lifestyle. Preparing for this was both fun and educative for the kids.
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